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Traditional Japanese Literature
Dancer, Nun, Ghost, Goddess explores the Tale of the Heike
episode of the dancers Gi? and Hotoke, which first appeared in the
fourteenth century and went on to inspire, in often unpredictable
ways, countless artistic productions in subsequent centuries.

The Ten Foot Square Hut
The Tale of Genji
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The japanese Noh drama by the Master Zeami Motokiyo about the
Buddhist priest Rensei and the warrior of the Taira Clan Atsumori.
The story of redention of the warrior Kumagai Jiro Naozane that
killed the young Atsumori. One of the most popular and touching
Zeami's Noh drama inspired by "The Tales of Heike". Contents:
Preface by Massimo Cimarelli Atsumori by Zeami Motokiyo
Pearson Part I Interlude Part II Glossary Notes

One Hundred Poets, One Poem Each
A young, blind bard counts himself lucky when invited to live with
the monks at a prominent Buddhist temple -- and more lucky still
when asked to perform his epic verses at the court of a high-ranking
lord. But why is his noble audience so violently moved by his tales
of long-dead heroes? For ages 10 and up. Not illustrated!
///////////////////////////////////////////////// Aaron Shepard is the awardwinning author of "The Baker's Dozen," "The Sea King's
Daughter," "Lady White Snake," and many more children's books.
His stories have appeared often in Cricket magazine, while his Web
site is known internationally as a prime resource for folktales,
storytelling, and reader's theater. Once a professional storyteller,
Aaron specializes in lively retellings of folktales and other
traditional literature, which have won him honors from the
American Library Association, the New York Public Library, the
Bank Street College of Education, the National Council for the
Social Studies, and the American Folklore Society.
///////////////////////////////////////////////// SAMPLE Hearing something,
Hoichi stopped his playing and listened. Through the night came
footsteps, measured by a steady CLANK, CLANK -- the sound of
armor. A samurai coming to the temple, thought Hoichi. What
could he want at this hour? The footsteps moved through the back
gate of the temple and across the garden. CLANK, CLANK. They
were coming straight toward him! As the young man's heart beat
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faster, the footsteps halted before the veranda. "Hoichi!" "Sir!"
replied the young man. Then he added, "Please, sir, I am blind. I
cannot see who you are." "You have nothing to fear," said the voice.
"My master, a lord of high rank, is lodging nearby. He came to visit
Dan-no-ura, the scene of the famous battle. Now he hears of your
talent in reciting the tale of the Heike. He wishes you to come at
once to perform for himself and his attendants." "I am most
honored," said Hoichi. The young man slung his biwa on his back
and slipped into his straw sandals. Then his arm was clasped in a
grip of iron, and he was led rapidly away.

Warriors of Japan as Portrayed in the War Tales
This volume brings together in convenient form a rich selection of
Japanese prose dating from the ninth to the seventeenth centuries, a
period during which the preeminent cultural and aesthetic values
were those of the Heian court. It contains 22 works representing all
the major indigenous literary forms, either complete or in generous
excerpts, and is particularly rich in writing by women and in
autobiographical writings. This anthology contains longer selections
than the only other available anthology, which was published in the
1950s, and each selection is preceded by an introduction reflecting
the most recent scholarship. With three exceptions, all the
translations are by the compilers, and almost all of them are
published here for the first time. Because of space limitations, the
compiler has omitted the two long masterpieces of the age, The Tale
of Genji and The Tale of Heike, which deserve to be read in their
entirety, and which are available in paperback English translations.
The book contains an extensive general introduction, thirteen
illustrations, five maps, a glossary, and a selected bibliography of
works in English translation.

The Ten Foot Square Hut
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This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which
commemorates University of California Press's mission to seek out
and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and
impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived
makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once
again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally
published in 1979..

Lovable Losers
Investigates some historically important political and social issues
raised by the Genpei War (1180-1185). This epic civil conflict,
which ushered in Japan's age of the warriors, is famously articulated
in the monumental narrative Heike monogatari (The Tale of the
Heike).

Swords, Oaths, And Prophetic Visions
A new edition of the most widely known and popular collection of
Japanese poetry. The best-loved and most widely read of all
Japanese poetry collections, the Ogura Hyakunin Isshu contains 100
short poems on nature, the seasons, travel, and, above all, love.
Dating back to the seventh century, these elegant, precisely
observed waka poems (the precursor of haiku) express deep
emotion through visual images based on a penetrating observation
of the natural world. Peter MacMillan's new translation of his prizewinning original conveys even more effectively the beauty and
subtlety of this magical collection. Translated with an introduction
and commentary by Peter MacMillan.

Genji & Heike
Long recognized as a core book in any study of Japanese culture
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and literature, The Nobility of Failure examines the lives and deaths
of nine historical individuals who faced overwhelming odds, and,
realizing they were doomed, accepted their fate--to be killed in
battle or by execution, to wither in exile, or to escape through ritual
suicide. Morris then turns his attention to the kamikaze pilots of
World War II, who gave their lives in defense of their nation in the
full realization that their deaths would have little effect on the
course of the war. Through detail, crystal-clear prose and
unmatched narrative sweep and brilliance, Professor Morris takes
you into the innermost hearts of the Japanese people.

The Tale of the Heike: Books 1-6
An abridged edition of the world’s first novel, in a translation that
is “likely to be the definitive edition . . . for many years to come”
(The Wall Street Journal) The inspiration behind The Metropolitan
Museum of Art's "The Tale of Genji: A Japanese Classic
Illuminated" -- Now through June 16 at The Met Fifth Avenue A
Penguin Classic Written in the eleventh century, this exquisite
portrait of courtly life in medieval Japan is widely celebrated as the
world’s first novel—and is certainly one of its finest. Genji, the
Shining Prince, is the son of an emperor. He is a passionate
character whose tempestuous nature, family circumstances, love
affairs, alliances, and shifting political fortunes form the core of this
magnificent epic. Royall Tyler’s superior translation is detailed,
poetic, and superbly true to the Japanese original while allowing the
modern reader to appreciate it as a contemporary treasure. In this
deftly abridged edition, Tyler focuses on the early chapters, which
vividly evoke Genji as a young man and leave him at his first
moment of triumph. This edition also includes detailed notes,
glossaries, character lists, and chronologies.

The Heiké Story
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The three translations in this book complete the story told partially
in the Tale of the Heike: that of the decades, crucial in Japanese
history, between 1156 and 1221. The three are The Tale of the
Hogen Years, which treats a disastrous attempt by a deposed
emperor to regain the throne; The Tale of the Heiji Years, which
covers the murderous clash between two rival court factions; and A
Record of the Jokyu Years, which deals with a failed imperial
attempt to suppress the shogunal government established late in The
Tale of the Heike by Minamoto no Yoritomo. They supplement The
Tale of the Heike by relating what led up to its events and what
followed them.

Yoshitsune
"An unforgettable voyage across the reaches and the depths of
memory, Red Brick, Black Mountain, White Clay tells the story of
America's artistic birth. Following his family back through the
generations, renowned critic Christopher Benfey unearths an
ancestry--and an aesthetic--that is quintessentially American. His
mother descends from colonial craftsmen, such as the Quaker artistexplorer William Bartram. Benfey's father--along with his aunt and
uncle, the famed Bauhaus artists Josef and Anni Albers--escaped
from Nazi Europe by fleeing to the American South. Struggling to
find themselves in this new world, Benfey's family found strength
and salvation in the rich craft tradition grounded in America's vast
natural landscape. Threading these stories together into a radiant
and mesmerizing harmony, Red Brick, Black Mountain, White Clay
is an extraordinary quest to the heart of America and the origins of
its art"--Provided by publisher.

The Tale of Genji
Poetry remains a living part of the culture of Japan today. The
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clichés of everyday speech are often to be traced to famous ancient
poems, and the traditional forms of poetry are widely known and
loved. The congenial attitude comes from a poetical history of about
a millennium and a half. This classic collection of verse therefore
contains poetry from the earliest, primitive period, through the
Nara, Heian, Kamakura, Muromachi and Edo periods, ending with
modern poetry from 1868 onwards, including the rising poets
Tamura Ryuichi and Tanikawa Shuntaro.

A Companion to World Literature
Dancer, Nun, Ghost, Goddess
Finding Wisdom in East Asian Classics is an essential, all-access
guide to the core texts of East Asian civilization and culture. Essays
address frequently read, foundational texts in Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, and Vietnamese, as well as early modern fictional classics
and nonfiction works of the seventeenth century. Building strong
links between these writings and the critical traditions of
Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism, this volume shows the vital
role of the classics in the shaping of Asian history and in the
development of the humanities at large. Wm. Theodore de Bary
focuses on texts that have survived for centuries, if not millennia,
through avid questioning and contestation. Recognized as perennial
reflections on life and society, these works represent diverse
historical periods and cultures and include the Analects of
Confucius, Mencius, Laozi, Xunxi, the Lotus Sutra, Tang poetry,
the Pillow Book, The Tale of Genji, and the writings of Chikamatsu
and Kaibara Ekken. Contributors explain the core and most
commonly understood aspects of these works and how they operate
within their traditions. They trace their reach and reinvention
throughout history and their ongoing relevance in modern life. With
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fresh interpretations of familiar readings, these essays inspire
renewed appreciation and examination. In the case of some classics
open to multiple interpretations, de Bary chooses two
complementary essays from different contributors. Expanding on
debates concerning the challenges of teaching classics in the twentyfirst century, several pieces speak to the value of Asia in the core
curriculum. Indispensable for early scholarship on Asia and the
evolution of global civilization, Finding Wisdom in East Asian
Classics helps one master the major texts of human thought.

The Penguin Book of Japanese Verse
Atsumori
A Companion to World Literature is a far-reaching and sustained
study of key authors, texts, and topics from around the world and
throughout history. Six comprehensive volumes present essays from
over 300 prominent international scholars focusing on many aspects
of this vast and burgeoning field of literature, from its ancient
origins to the most modern narratives. Almost by definition, the
texts of world literature are unfamiliar; they stretch our hermeneutic
circles, thrust us before unfamiliar genres, modes, forms, and
themes. They require a greater degree of attention and focus, and in
turn engage our imagination in new ways. This Companion explores
texts within their particular cultural context, as well as their ability
to speak to readers in other contexts, demonstrating the ways in
which world literature can challenge parochial world views by
identifying cultural commonalities. Each unique volume includes
introductory chapters on a variety of theoretical viewpoints that
inform the field, followed by essays considering the ways in which
authors and their books contribute to and engage with the many
visions and variations of world literature as a genre. Explores how
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texts, tropes, narratives, and genres reflect nations, languages,
cultures, and periods Links world literary theory and texts in a clear,
synoptic style Identifies how individual texts are influenced and
affected by issues such as intertextuality, translation, and
sociohistorical conditions Presents a variety of methodologies to
demonstrate how modern scholars approach the study of world
literature A significant addition to the field, A Companion to World
Literature provides advanced students, teachers, and researchers
with cutting-edge scholarship in world literature and literary theory.

The Tales of the Heike
Haruo Shirane's critically acclaimed Traditional Japanese
Literature: An Anthology, Beginnings to 1600, contains key
examples of both high and low styles of poetry, drama, prose
fiction, and essays. For this abridged edition, Shirane retains
substantial excerpts from such masterworks as The Tale of Genji,
The Tales of the Heike, The Pillow Book, the Man'yoshu, and the
Kokinshu. He preserves his comprehensive survey of secular and
religious anecdotes ( setsuwa) as well as classical poems with
extensive commentary. He features no drama; selections from
influential war epics; and notable essays on poetry, fiction, history,
and religion. Texts are interwoven to bring into focus common
themes, styles, and allusions while inviting comparison and debate.
The result is a rich encounter with ancient and medieval Japanese
culture and history. Each text and genre is enhanced by extensive
introductions that provide sociopolitical and cultural context. The
anthology is organized by period, genre, and topic -- an instructorfriendly structure -- and a comprehensive bibliography guides
readers toward further study. Praise for Traditional Japanese
Literature: An Anthology, Beginnings to 1600 "Haruo Shirane has
done a splendid job at this herculean task." -- Joshua Mostow,
University of British Columbia "A comprehensive and innovative
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anthology. All of the introductions are excellent." -- Journal of
Asian Studies "One of those impressive, erudite, must-have titles
for anyone interested in Asian literature." -- Bloomsbury Review
"An anthology that comprises superb translations of an
exceptionally wide range of texts. Highly recommended." -- Choice
"A wealth of material." -- Monumenta Nipponica

H?gen Monogatari
The Heike Story is a modern translation of a Japanese classic.
Kyoto in the twelfth century was a magnificent city, but crime,
disorder, and lust were rampant. The people were abused by the
nobility, while armed Buddhist monks terrorized court and
commoner alike. In despair, the Emperor called upon the Heike and
Genji clans to quell civil disturbances. Although the clans
succeeded, they quarreled over the spoils of war and plunged the
country into a century of warfare. The Heike Story describes the
rise to power of Kiyomori of the Heike clan during this turbulent
time. From a youth sunk in poverty, Kiyomori eventually rose to
become the Emperor's Chief Councilor. Although he was a gentle,
enlightened man, he left a trail of bloodshed and ruin in his wake.
The strange twists of Kiyomori's fate are the core of this epic novel.
Its exotic atmosphere, narrative power, pageantry, and poetry will
enthrall readers and provide an entertaining introduction to an
important source of Japanese culture. This new edition features a
foreword by Dr. Davinder Bhowmik that introduces this celebrated
author and book to modern readers.

The Tale of the Heike
Murasaki Shikibu's The Tale of Genji is variously read as a work of
feminist protest, the world's first psychological novel and even as a
post-modern masterpiece. Commonly seen as Japan's greatest
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literary work, its literary, cultural, and historical significance has
been thoroughly acknowledged. As a work focused on the
complexities of Japanese court life in the Heian period, however,
the The Tale of Genji has never before been the subject of
philosophical investigation. The essays in this volume address this
oversight, arguing that the work contains much that lends itself to
philosophical analysis. The authors of this volume demonstrate that
The Tale of Genji confronts universal themes such as the nature and
exercise of political power, freedom, individual autonomy and
agency, renunciation, gender, and self-expression; it raises deep
concerns about aesthetics and the role of art, causality, the relation
of man to nature, memory, and death itself. Although Murasaki
Shikibu may not express these themes in the text as explicitly
philosophical problems, the complex psychological tensions she
describes and her observations about human conduct reveal an
underlying framework of philosophical assumptions about the
world of the novel that have implications for how we understand
these concerns beyond the world of Genji. Each essay in this
collection reveals a part of this framework, situating individual
themes within larger philosophical and historical contexts. In doing
so, the essays both challenge prevailing views of the novel and each
other, offering a range of philosophical interpretations of the text
and emphasizing the The Tale of Genji's place as a masterful work
of literature with broad philosophical significance.

Finding Wisdom in East Asian Classics
An illustrated guide to one of the most enduring masterworks of
world literature Written in the eleventh century by the Japanese
noblewoman Murasaki Shikibu, The Tale of Genji is a masterpiece
of prose and poetry that is widely considered the world’s first
novel. Melissa McCormick provides a unique companion to
Murasaki’s tale that combines discussions of all fifty-four of its
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chapters with paintings and calligraphy from the Genji Album
(1510) in the Harvard Art Museums, the oldest dated set of Genji
illustrations known to exist. In this book, the album’s colorful
painting and calligraphy leaves are fully reproduced for the first
time, followed by McCormick’s insightful essays that analyze the
Genji story and the album’s unique combinations of word and
image. This stunning compendium also includes English
translations and Japanese transcriptions of the album’s calligraphy,
enabling a holistic experience of the work for readers today. In an
introduction to the volume, McCormick tells the fascinating stories
of the individuals who created the Genji Album in the sixteenth
century, from the famous court painter who executed the paintings
and the aristocrats who brushed the calligraphy to the work’s
warrior patrons and the poet-scholars who acted as their
intermediaries. Beautifully illustrated, this book serves as an
invaluable guide for readers interested in The Tale of Genji,
Japanese literature, and the captivating visual world of Japan’s
most celebrated work of fiction.

Essays in Idleness
The Cambridge History of Japanese Literature provides, for the first
time, a history of Japanese literature with comprehensive coverage
of the premodern and modern eras in a single volume. The book is
arranged topically in a series of short, accessible chapters for easy
access and reference, giving insight into both canonical texts and
many lesser known, popular genres, from centuries-old folk
literature to the detective fiction of modern times. The various
period introductions provide an overview of recurrent issues that
span many decades, if not centuries. The book also places Japanese
literature in a wider East Asian tradition of Sinitic writing and
provides comprehensive coverage of women's literature as well as
new popular literary forms, including manga (comic books). An
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extensive bibliography of works in English enables readers to
continue to explore this rich tradition through translations and
secondary reading.

Eccentric Spaces, Hidden Histories
Classical Japanese Prose
Presents 17 classic Japanese stories as told through 30 illustrated
handscrolls ranging from the 13th to 19th centuries.

The Nobility of Failure
A leading cultural historian of premodern Japan draws a rich
portrait of the emerging samurai culture as it is portrayed in gunkimono, or war tales, examining eight major works spanning the midtenth to late fourteenth centuries. Although many of the major war
tales have been translated into English, Warriors of Japan is the first
book-length study of the tales and their place in Japanese history.
The war tales are one of the most important sources of knowledge
about Japan's premodern warriors, revealing much about the
medieval psyche and the evolving perceptions of warriors, warfare,
and warrior customs.

Murasaki Shikibu's The Tale of Genji
First published as a Monumenta Nipponica monograph in 1971, this
impressive study chronicles the H gen Incident of 1156, the abortive
coup d' tat that marked the emergence of the military class as a
political power in Japan. After being unavailable for years, this
photo-reprint of the original edition contains not only the complete
English translation of the work, but also virtually all that is needed
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for fully understanding it: footnotes, essays on the subject matter,
appendices with references to other chronicles and histories, and a
table of episodes from the various texts.

Anthology of Japanese Literature
Genpei
The Future and the Past
The epic of the rapid rise of the Heiki clan and their devastating
defeat by the Genji clan.

The tale of the Heike
A landmark collection of five periods of literature from the Land of
the Rising Sun. The sweep of Japanese literature in all its great
variety was made available to Western readers for the first time in
this anthology. Every genre and style, from the celebrated No plays
to the poetry and novels of the seventeenth century, find a place in
this book. An introduction by Donald Keene places the selections in
their proper historical context, allowing the readers to enjoy the
book both as literature and as a guide to the cultural history of
Japan. Selections include “Man’yoshu” or “Collection of Ten
Thousand Leaves” from the ancient period; “Kokinshu” or
“Collection of Ancient and Modern Poetry,” “The Tosa Diary” of
Ki No Tsurayuki, “Yugao” from “Tales of Genji” of Murasaki
Shikibu, and “The Pillow Book” of Sei Shonagon from the Heian
Period; “The Tale of the Heike” from the Kamakura Period; Plan of
the No Stage, “Birds of Sorrow” of Seami Motokiyo, and “Three
Poets at Minase” from the Muromachi Period; and Sections from
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Basho, including “The Narrow Road of Oku,” “The Love Suicides
at Sonezaki” by Chikamatsu Monzaemon, and Waka and haiku of
the Tokugawa Period.

Storytelling in Japanese Art
Originally written in the mid-thirteenth century, The Tales of the
Heike chronicles the epic Genpei war, a civil conflict that marked
the end of the power of the Heike clan and changed the course of
Japanese history. Featuring a vivid cast of characters, the book
depicts the emerging world of the medieval samurai and recounts in
absorbing detail the chaos of the battlefield, the intrigue of the
imperial court, and the gradual loss of courtly tradition. This new,
abridged translation presents the work's most gripping episodes and
includes woodblock illustrations, a glossary of characters, and an
extended bibliography.

The Heike Story
Throughout the twelfth century, two rival clans, the Minomoto and
the Taira, struggled for supremacy in Imperial Japan. Each
attempted a rebellion and, for a time, the Taira gained ascendancy.
But their rule turned despotic and at last, during the Genpei War of
1179-1185, the Minomoto drove the Taira out of the capital and
took control for themselves. At the final battle of Dan-no-ura, the
Taira-born child-emperor and his family all jumped into the Inland
Sea to avoid capture and drowned. With them was lost the Imperial
Sword, never to be seen again. The Minomoto leader took control,
moved the capital, and became the first Shogun of Japan. That
much is history. But wherefore come the tales of superhuman
strength, the incredible insight, the clandestine knowledge of the
Genpei War's heroes? There has been much speculation throughout
the generations. Some have called the Minomoto's rise to power
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destiny, others call it a deal between humans and spirits-since even
in death, the eternal Japanese warrior's spirit cannot be laid to rest.
How much is truth, how much legend? One can never tell, for there
are older, stranger tales as well. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Red Brick, Black Mountain, White Clay
"The story of the Heike was compiled from a collection of oral
stories recited by traveling monks who chanted to the
accompaniment of the biwa, an instrument reminiscent of the lute.
The most widely read version of the Heike monogatari was
compiled by a blind monk named Kakuichi in 1371. The Heike is
considered one of the great classics of medieval Japanese literature.
The central theme of the story is the Buddhist law of
impermanence. The theme of impermanence (muj?) is captured in
the famous opening passage, The fall of the powerful Taira - the
samurai clan who defeated the imperial-backed Minamoto in
1161-symbolizes the theme of impermanence in the Heike. The
Taira warrior family sowed the seeds of their own destruction with
acts of arrogance and pride that led to their defeat in 1185 at the
hands of the revitalized Minamoto. The story is episodic in nature
and designed to be told in a series of nightly installments. It is
primarily a samurai epic focusing on warrior culture - an ideology
that ultimately laid the groundwork for bushido (the way of the
warrior). The Heike also includes a number of love stories, which
harkens back to earlier Heian literature."--Amazon.com.

Before Heike and After
These two works on life's fleeting pleasures are by Buddhist monks
from medieval Japan, but each shows a different world-view. In the
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short memoir Hôjôki, Chômei recounts his decision to withdraw
from worldly affairs and live as a hermit in a tiny hut in the
mountains, contemplating the impermanence of human existence.
Kenko, however, displays a fascination with more earthy matters in
his collection of anecdotes, advice and observations. From ribald
stories of drunken monks to aching nostalgia for the fading
traditions of the Japanese court, Essays in Idleness is a constantly
surprising work that ranges across the spectrum of human
experience. Meredith McKinney's excellent new translation also
includes notes and an introduction exploring the spiritual and
historical background of the works. Chômei was born into a family
of Shinto priests in around 1155, at at time when the stable world of
the court was rapidly breaking up. He became an important though
minor poet of his day, and at the age of fifty, withdrew from the
world to become a tonsured monk. He died in around 1216. Kenkô
was born around 1283 in Kyoto. He probably became a monk in his
late twenties, and was also noted as a calligrapher. Today he is
remembered for his wise and witty aphorisms, 'Essays in Idleness'.
Meredith McKinney, who has also translated Sei Shonagon's The
Pillow Book for Penguin Classics, is a translator of both
contemporary and classical Japanese literature. She lived in Japan
for twenty years and is currently a visitng fellow at the Australian
National University in Canberra. '[Essays in Idleness is] a most
delightful book, and one that has served as a model of Japanese
style and taste since the 17th century. These cameo-like vignettes
reflect the importance of the little, fleeting futile things, and each
essay is Kenko himself' Asian Student

????
The Tale of the Heike is Japan's great martial epic; a masterpiece of
world literature and the progenitor of all samurai stories, now in a
major and groundbreaking new translation by Royall Tyler,
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acclaimed translator of The Tale of Genji. First assembled from
scattered oral poems in the early fourteenth century, The Tale of the
Heike is Japan's Iliad - a grand-scale depiction of the wars between
the Heike and Genji clans. Legendary for its magnificent and vivid
set battle scenes, it is also a work filled with intimate human dramas
and emotions, contemplating Buddhist themes of suffering and
separation, as well as universal insights into love, loss and loyalty.
The narrative moves back and forth between the two great warring
clans, between aristocratic society and street life, adults and
children, great crowds and introspection. No Japanese work has had
a greater impact on subsequent literature, theatre, music and films,
or on Japan's sense of its own past. Royall Tyler's new translation is
the first to capture the way The Tale of the Heike was originally
performed. It re-creates the work in its full operatic form, with
speech, poetry, blank verse and song that convey its character as an
oral epic in a way not seen before, fully embracing the rich and
vigorous language of the original texts. Beautifully illustrated with
fifty-five woodcuts from the nineteenth-century artistic master,
Katsushika Hokusai, and bolstered with maps, character guides,
genealogies and rich annotation, this is a landmark edition. Royall
Tyler taught Japanese language and literature for many years at the
Australian National University. He has a B.A. from Harvard
University and a PhD from Columbia University and has taught at
Harvard, Stanford and the University of Wisconsin. His translation
of The Tale of Genji was acclaimed by publications such as The
New York Times Book Review.

Heike Monogatari
The Tale of the Heike
The Tale of the Heike is one of the masterworks of Japanese
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literature, ranking with The Tal of Genji in quality and prestige.
This new translation is not only far more readable than earlier ones,
it is also much more faithful to the content and style of the original.
Intended for the general audience as well as the specialist, this
edition is highly annotated.

The Man Who Sang to Ghosts
The Tale of Genji and The Tale of the Heike are the two major
works of classical Japanese prose. The complete versions of both
works are too long to be taught in one term, and this abridgement
answers the need for a one-volume edition of both works suitable
for use in survey courses in classical Japanese literature or world
literature in translation and by the general reader daunted by the
complete works. The translator has selected representative portions
of the two texts with a view to shaping the abridgments into
coherent, aesthetically acceptable wholes. Often called the world's
earliest novel, The Tale of Genji, by Murasaki Shikibu, is a poetic
evocation of aristocratic life in eleventh-century Japan, a period of
brilliant cultural efflorescence. This new translation focuses on
important events in the life of its main character, Genji. It traces the
full length of Genji's relationship with Murasaki, the deepest and
most enduring of his emotional attachments, and contains all or
parts of 10 of the 41 chapters in which Genji figures, including the
"Broom Tree" chapter, which provides a reprise of the themes of the
book. In romanticized but essentially truthful fashion, The Tale of
the Heike describes the late twelfth-century political intrigues and
battlefield clashes that led to the eclipse of the Kyoto court and the
establishment of a military government by the rival Minamotho
(Genji) clan. Its underlying theme, the evanescence of worldly
things, echoes some of the concerns of the Genji, but its language
preserves many traces of oral composition, and its vigor and
expansivelness contrast sharply with the pensive, elegant tone of the
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Genji. The selections of the Heike, about 40 percent of the owrk,
are taken from the translator's complete edition, which received
great acclaim: "this verison of the Heike is superb and indeed
reveals to English-language readers for the first time the full scope,
grandeur, and literary richness of the work."—Journal of Asian
Studies For both the Genji and the Heike abridgments, the translator
has provided introductions, headnote summaries, adn other
supplementary maerials designed to help readers follow the
sometimes confused story lines and keep the characters straight.
The book also includes an appendix, a glossary, a bibliography, and
two maps.

The Cambridge History of Japanese Literature
After The Tale of Genji (c. 1000), the greatest work of classical
Japanese literature is the historical narrative The Tale of the Heike
(13th-14th centuries). In addition to opening up fresh perspectives
on the Heike narratives, this study also draws attention to a range of
problems centered on the interrelationship between narrative, ritual
space, and Japan's changing views of China as they bear on
depictions of the emperor's authority, warriors, and marginal
population going all the way back to the Nara period. By situating
the Heike in this long temporal framework, the author sheds light on
a hidden history of royal authority that was entangled in Daoist and
yin-yang ideas in the Nara period, practices centered on defilement
in the Heian period, and Buddhist doctrines pertaining to original
enlightenment in the medieval period, all of which resurface and
combine in Heike's narrative world. In introducing for the first time
the full range of Heike narrative to students and scholars of
Japanese literature, the author argues that we must also reexamine
our understanding of the literature, ritual, and culture of the Heian
and Nara periods.
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Two Years Before the Mast
Reproduction of the original: Two Years Before the Mast by
Richard Henry Dana
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